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Abstract In industry, particle-ladenfluids, such as particle-
functionalized inks, are constructed by adding fine-scale
particles to a liquid solution, in order to achieve desired
overall properties in both liquid and (cured) solid states.How-
ever, oftentimes undesirable particulate agglomerations arise
due to some form of mutual-attraction stemming from near-
field forces, stray electrostatic charges, process ionization
and mechanical adhesion. For proper operation of industrial
processes involving particle-laden fluids, it is important to
carefully breakup and disperse these agglomerations. One
approach is to target high-frequency acoustical pressure-
pulses to breakup such agglomerations. The objective of
this paper is to develop a computational model and corre-
sponding solution algorithm to enable rapid simulation of the
effect of acoustical pulses on an agglomeration composed of
a collection of discrete particles. Because of the complex
agglomeration microstructure, containing gaps and inter-
faces, this type of system is extremely difficult to mesh and
simulate using continuum-based methods, such as the finite
difference time domain or the finite elementmethod.Accord-
ingly, a computationally-amenable discrete element/discrete
ray model is developed which captures the primary physical
events in this process, such as the reflection and absorption of
acoustical energy, and the induced forces on the particulate
microstructure. The approach utilizes a staggered, iterative
solution scheme to calculate the power transfer from the
acoustical pulse to the particles and the subsequent changes
(breakup) of the pulse due to the particles. Three-dimensional
examples are provided to illustrate the approach.
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1 Introduction

In numerous industries, particle-laden fluids are a key part
of the fabrication of products such as (1) casted machine
parts, (2) additively manufactured and 3-D printed electron-
ics andmedical devices and even (3) slurry processed food, to
name a few. Common tomany of these areas are new types of
solidified heterogeneousmaterials, comprised of particulates
in a binding matrix. The macroscopic material characteris-
tics of the material are dictated by the aggregate response
of an assemblage of particles suspended in a binding matrix
material. The fluid precursor to the final solid product is a
particle-laden fluid, which are delivered through piping, noz-
zles and channels (Choi et al [15–17], Demko et al. [21,22]
and Martin [48,49]).1 Typically, such materials start in par-
ticulate form, and are then mixed with a binder and delivered
as a flowing particle-laden fluid which is to be cast into their
final shape.2

Often, in the mixing of these materials, agglomerations
of particles occur, which need to be broken up and dis-
persed in order to ensure production of high-quality products
(Figs. 1, 2). A unique feature of small-scale particulate
systems is that they exhibit a strong sensitivity to inter-
particle near-field forces, stemming from stray electrostatic

1 Also, printed electronics, using processes such as high-resolution
electrohydrodynamic-jet printing are also emerging as viable methods.
For overviews, see Wei and Dong [62], who also develop specialized
processes employing phase-change inks. Such processes are capable of
producing micron-level footprints for high-resolution additive manu-
facturing.
2 Over 50% of man-made materials start in granulated form (Duran
[28] and Torquato [60]).
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Fig. 2 Pulsing to break up and disperse an agglomeration

charges, process ionization andmechanical adhesion, leading
to agglomeration and cluster formation, which can strongly
affect manufactured product quality. These agglomerations
can also remain coherent as suspended clusters in the fluid
material during processing. Inadequate elimination of these
clusters can lead tomanufacturing inconsistencies/variability
which can strongly affect the overall solidified product qual-
ity, in particular if the manufactured devices have small
dimensions. Furthermore, in other cases, the agglomerations

can accumulate on the surfaces of manufacturing devices.
For particle laden fluids delivered through channels, surface
particulate agglomeration can lead to system malfunction,
primarily due to clogging.

One approach to remove or break up the agglomerations is
to acoustically pressure-pulse them (Fig. 2). Acoustical puls-
ing generally speaking, consists of an acoustical driver,which
is a sound source that is powered by compressed air and an
acoustical resonator which amplifies and guides the energy.
Essentially, an acoustical pulser will produce a series of rapid
pressure-peak pulses in a very targeted manner. Acoustical
cleaning has been utilized in macroscale bulk processes, but
its application on the microscale for precision manufactur-
ing, as well as modeling and simulation, has been lacking.
The key parameters are (a) the strength of the pulse and (b)
the repetition of the the pulse.

A primary simulation issue is that the interaction of pres-
sure pulses with the agglomeration leads to a set of coupled
differential equations for the dynamics of the particles and
the propagation and breakup of the pressure pulse. The objec-
tive of this paper is to develop a computational model and
corresponding solution algorithm to enable rapid simulation
of a pressure pulse’s effect on an agglomeration, composed
of aggregated discrete particles. Because of the complex
agglomeration microstructure, containing gaps and inter-
faces, this type of system is extremely difficult to mesh and
simulate the pressure pulse dynamics using continuum-based
methods, such as the finite difference time domain method or
the finite element method. Accordingly, a computationally-
amenable discrete element/discrete ray model is developed
which captures the primary physical events, such as the
reflection and absorption of acoustical energy, and the
forces induced onto the particulate microstructure, result-
ing in dynamics of large numbers of particles involving
particle-to-particle contact. In the model, the agglomeration
is represented by a discrete element method representation
and the pressure pulse/shock wave is described by a collec-
tion of propagating rays with prescribed acoustical power
content, direction and velocity. The approach also develops
a staggered, iterative solution scheme, which is needed to
calculate the power transfer from the acoustical pulse to the
particles and the subsequent changes (breakup) of the pulse
due to the particles. Three-dimensional examples are pro-
vided to illustrate the approach.

Remark 1 There is a variety of discrete element-like meth-
ods, for example see Onate et al. [51,52], Rojek et al. [55],
Carbonell et al. [13], Labra and Onate [45], Leonardi et al.
[46], Cante et al. [12], Rojek [56], Onate et al. [53], Bolin-
tineanu et al. [9],Avci andWriggers [5] andZohdi [78–80]. In
particular, we note the discrete elementmethod has been used
for particle agglomerations in acoustic fields, for instance in
Markauskasa et al. [47]. The ray representation of waves can
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be found in a variety of works, for example in Virovlyanskii
[61], Borejko et al. [10] and Zohdi [73,84–89] among others.

Remark 2 This work has direct applicability to the subject
of “Design For Cleanability” which concerns itself with the
advantageous manufacturing of devices, in particular those
with interior keyways and channels, by assessing the ability
to perform maintenance during the design phase. In many
industrial systems, buildup of unwanted particulate material
is inaccessible for removal, and ultimately leads to system
malfunction. For more details, we refer the reader to Aurich
and Dornfeld [4], Garg et al. [37], Avila et al. [6,7]. Further-
more, residual particulate matter can also be present after a
manufacturing process involving particles (see, for example,
Luo and Dornfeld [41–44], Arbelaez et al. [2,3], Ciampini
et al. [18,19], Gomes-Ferreira et al. [32], Ghobeity et al.
[33,34].3

Remark 3 We remark that in biological systems, oftentimes
it is a goal to destroy certain types of agglomerations, such
as kidney stones in shock wave lithotripsy (Zohdi [73]). The
approach developed in this paper has direct applicability in
this domain as well.

2 Dynamic response of an agglomeration

In order to represent the group of interacting particles, we
follow a relatively flexible formulation found in Zohdi [80].
We consider a group of non-intersecting particles (i =
1, 2, . . . , Np). The objects in the system are assumed to
be small enough to be considered (idealized) as particles,
spherical in shape, and that the effects of their rotation with
respect to their mass center is unimportant to their overall
motion, although, we will make further remarks on these
effects shortly. The equation of motion for the i th particle in
system is

mi r̈ i = � tot
i (r1, r2, . . . , rNp )

= �
ray
ti + �con

i + �bond
i + �

damp
i + �e+m

i , (1)

where r i is the position vector of the ith particle and where
� tot

i represents all forces actingonparticle i ,which is decom-
posed into the sum of forces due to:

• Shock (transmitted ray) forces (�ray
ti ),

• Inter-particle forces (�con
i ) generated by contact with

other particles,
• Adhesive bonding forces (�bond

i ) with other particles,

3 Even techniques associated with shot peening can leave residual par-
ticulate matter. We also refer the reader to Afazov et al. [1], Bagherifard
et al. [8], Elbella et al. [29], Chen et al. [14] and Zohdi [83].

• Damping forces arising from the surrounding interstitial
environment (�damp

i ) occurring from potentially vis-
cous, surrounding, interstitial fluids, surfactants and

• External electromagnetic forces (�e+m
i ) which can play

a key role in small charged or magnetized particles.

In the next sections, we examine each of the types of forces
in the system in detail.

3 Particle-shock wave contact

We consider cases where the wavelengths of incident high-
frequency acoustical pressure waves (p-waves) are at least
one order of magnitude smaller than the diameter (d) of the
particle scatterers (10−6 m ≤ d ≤ 10−4 m). This length-
scale ordering indicates that diffraction is minimal, and
makes (geometric) ray-tracing techniques accurate.4 In such
cases, geometric ray-tracing can be used to determine the
amount of propagating incident energy that is reflected and
the amount that is absorbed bymultiple particles. For the ben-
efit of readers unfamiliar with ray tracing, we remark that it
is essentially an approximate solution to the wave equation,
based on the Eikonal equation, which is the limiting case
of wave phenomena as the wave length tends towards zero.
Reviews of this classical topic are given in Appendix 1.

3.1 Ray tracing: incidence, reflection and transmission

The reflection of a ray at an interface is given by enforc-
ing continuity of the (acoustical) pressure and disturbance
velocity at that location; this yields the ratio between the
incident and reflected pressures. We use a local coordinate
system (Fig. 3), and enforce (1) that the number of waves
per unit length in the x1-direction must be the same for the
incident, reflected and refracted (transmitted) waves and (2)
a pressure balance at the interface. After some algebra (see
Appendix 1), this yields the reflectance for the (acoustical)
power (energy per unit time)

R = Ir

Ii
=

(
Âcosθi − cosθt

Âcosθi + cosθt

)2

, (2)

where Ii is the incident (power) ray, Ii is the reflected (power)

ray, Ii is the transmitted (power) ray, Â
def= At

Ai

def= ρt ct
ρi ci

, ρt is
the density of the medium which the ray encounters (trans-
mitted), ct is corresponding sound speed in that medium, At

is the corresponding acoustical impedance, ρi is the density

4 Even if this wavelength to particle size ratio is not present, ray repre-
sentation of p-waves is still often used, and can be considered as a way
to approximately track the propagation of energy, however, without the
ability to capture diffraction properly.
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Fig. 3 Zoom on a ray-particle contact

of the medium in which the ray was traveling (incident), ci

is corresponding sound speed in that medium Ai is the cor-
responding acoustical impedance. The relationship (the law
of refraction) between the incident and transmitted angles is

ct sinθt = ci sinθi . Defining c̃
def= ci

ct
, and studying asymp-

totic cases where sinθt → 1, we have sinθi → c̃, which
identifies a so-called critical angle, where no energy is trans-
mitted. A simple way of observing complete reflection is to
set θt = π/2 in

R = Ir

Ii
=

(
Âcosθi − cosθt

Âcosθi + cosθt

)2

=
(

Âcosθi − 0

Âcosθi + 0

)2

= 1.

(3)

Remark 1 A more rigorous way of analyzing the critical
angle phenomena is to rewrite the reflection relation as

R def= rr̄ = 1, where r̄ is the complex conjugate, where
R = r ∗ r

r = c̃ Âcosθi − j (sin2θi − c̃2)
1
2

c̃ Âcosθi + j (sin2θi − c̃2)
1
2

, (4)

where j = √−1. For angles above the critical angle θi ≥ θ∗
i ,

all of the energy is reflected. We note that when At = Ai and
ci = ct , then there is no reflection. Also, when At >> Ai ,
then r → 1, and when At << Ai , then r → −1.

Remark 2 The power input (transmitted) from incidence and
reflection is

It = Ii − Ir = Ii (1 − R). (5)

The overall forcemagnitude imparted by the ray can be deter-
mined by (see Appendix 1)

power transmitted = ||�ray
t ||||vt ||

= ||�ray
t ||||�ray

t ||
ρt ct ar

= Ii (1 − R), (6)
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Fig. 4 Construction of the initial plane wave of rays

thus

||�ray
t || = √

Ii (1 − R)ρt ct ar , (7)

where the velocity in the transmitted medium is ||vt || = Pt
ρt ct

,

where Pt is the pressure content of the ray, and ||�ray
t || ∝ Pt

ar
,

where ar is a (pseudo) contact area parameter. The contact
area parameter can be approximated from the total area of the
original plane wave divided by the total number of rays. This
is discussed further in the next section. The force’smagnitude
is projected in the direction of the transmitted ray, i.e. at the
angle θt in the plane of incidence. This force is assumed to be
completely absorbed by the particle and is not re-transmitted.
The reflected ray is simply projected in the direction at the
reflected angle, θr .

Remark 3 The initial plane wave of rays is generated by
(Fig. 4):

• Generating a set of vectors in a “master template”
domain,

• Rotating the master template to the desired direction of
the pulse,

• Translating the rotated master template to the desired
starting location.

• The vectors are then scaled according to the initial start-
ing power content.

3.2 Acoustical-pulse computational algorithm

We now consider an initially coherent plane-wave composed
of multiple (initially) parallel rays (Fig. 3). Each ray is a vec-
tor in the direction of the flow of energy, which, in isotropic
media, corresponds to the normal to the wave front. For
isotropic media, the rays are parallel to the wave propaga-
tion vector. It is of particular interest to describe the break-up
of initially highly directional coherent beams which do not
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spread out into multidirectional rays unless they encounter
scatterers. It is convenient to define vectors for a ray by pro-
jecting the power onto the unit vector associated with the
velocity

I
def= I

vray

||vray || , (8)

where vray is the velocity of the ray, I = ||I || is the magni-

tude of the power and initially, Io
def= ||I(t = 0)||. To obtain

the ray contributions from a beam, we simply partition the
initial beam cross-section into equal rays, I ar = I ab/Nr ,
where Nr is the number of rays in the beam and where ab

is cross-sectional area of the beam. Later in the paper, we
will elaborate more on the selection of the number of rays,
which is determined by successive refinement of the num-
ber of rays in a pulse, until no appreciable differences occur.
Clearly, Ioab can be considered the total power associated
with the beam. The parameter ar provides us with a way of
appropriately distributing or “lumping” the amount of energy
in the overall wave (beam) into rays. The computational algo-
rithm is as follows, starting at t = 0 and ending at t = T , for
an instantaneously fixed set of particles:

(1)Compute ray reflections (Fresnel Relation)

(2)Compute energy absorbed by each particle :
�I = (Ii − Ir ) = (1 − R)Ii

(3)Compute induced forces each particle :�ray
t

(4) Increment all ray positions :
rray

q (t + �t) = rray
q (t) + �tvray

q (t), q = 1, . . . , rays

(5)Go to (1) and repeat with (t = t + �t)

(9)

The time step size �t is dictated by the size of the particles.
A somewhat ad-hoc approach is to scale the time step size to
be no larger than�t ∝ ξ R

||vray || , where R is the nominal radius
of the particles, ||vray || is themagnitude of the velocity of the
rays and ξ is a scaling factor, typically 0.05 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.1. The
required time step limitation is then also compared against
other time step needed to integrate the particle dynamics
properly, which we discuss next. This ensures that mean-
ingful interactions are not skipped. We now elaborate on the
dynamics of the particles in Step (3) above.

4 Particle-to-particle contact forces

Following Zohdi [80], we employ a simple particle overlap
model to determine the normal contact force contributions
from the surrounding particles (Nci ) in contact, �

con,n
i =∑Nci

j=1 ψ
con,n
i j , based on separation distance between particles

in contact (Fig. 5). Generally,
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Fig. 5 Normal contact and friction forces induced by neighboring par-
ticles in contact (see Zohdi [80])

�
con,n
i j = F(||r i − r j ||, Ri , R j , material parameters).

(10)

There is no shortage of contact models, of varying complex-
ity, to generate a contact interaction force. Throughout this
work, we will utilize a particularly simple relation whereby
contact force is proportional to the relative normalized prox-
imity of particles i and j in contact, detected by the distance
between centers being less that the sum of the radii

If ||r i − r j || ≤ Ri + R j ⇒ activate contact, (11)

where we define the overlap as

δi j
def= |||r i − r j || − (Ri + R j )|. (12)

Accordingly, we consider the following

�
con,c
i j ∝ −K pi j |Ei j |ppni j Ac

i j , (13)

where 0 < K pi j < ∞ is a particle-to-particle contact
compliance constant, pp is a material parameter, Ei j is nor-
malized/nondimensional (strain-like) deformation metric

Ei j =
∣∣∣∣ ||r i − r j || − (Ri + R j )

(Ri + R j )

∣∣∣∣ = δi j

(Ri + R j )
(14)

and

ni j = − r i − r j

||r i − r j || = r j − r i

||r i − r j || , (15)

where the Ri and R j are the radii of particles i and j respec-
tively. The term Ac

i j is a contact area parameter, which is
discussed in Appendix 2. Appendix 2 also provides a brief
review of alternative models, such as the classical Hertzian
contact model.
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4.1 Comments on rolling/spinning

The introduction of rolling and spin is questionable for a
small object, idealized by a particle, in particular because
of rolling resistance. In addition to the balance of linear
momentum, mi v̇i = � tot

i , where the vi is the velocity
of the center of mass, the equations of angular momen-

tum read Ḣ i,cm = d(I i ·ωi )
dt = M tot

i,cm . For spheres, we have

H i,cm = I i,sωi = 2
5mi R2

i ωi and for the time discretization

ωi (t + �t) = ωi (t) + �t

I i,s

(
φM tot

i,cm(t + �t)

+ (1 − φ)M tot
i,cm(t)

)
, (16)

where M tot
i,cm are the total moments generated by interaction

forces, such as contact forces and rolling resistance. For the
applications at hand, the effects of rolling is generally negli-
gible, in particular because the particles are small. However,
nonetheless, we formulate the systemwith rotations where r i

is the position of the center of mass, vi is the velocity of the
center of mass and ωi is the angular velocity. An important
quantity of interest is the velocity on the surface of the “par-
ticles”, which is a potential contact point with other particles,
denoted vc

i

vc
i = vi + ωi × r i→c, (17)

where r i→c is the relative position vector from the center to
the possible point of contact. This is utilized further later.

Remark We remark that had the transmitted moment from a
ray been important, it would be computed via (Fig. 5)

Mray
t = (rc − r i ) × �

ray
t , (18)

where rc is the position of the contact point and r i is the
center of the particle in question.

4.2 Contact dissipation

Phenomenological particle contact dissipation can be incor-
porated by tracking the relative velocity of the particles in
contact. A simple model to account for this is

�
con,d
i j = ccd(v j,n − vi,n)Ac

i j , (19)

where ccd is a contact dissipation parameter.

4.3 Regularized contact friction models

Frictional stick ismodelled via the following regularized fric-
tion algorithm: (at the point of contact)

• Check static friction threshold (K f is a tangential contact
friction compliance constant):

K f ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||Ac
i j�t against μs ||�con,n||, (20)

where ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||�t is the relative tangential velocity
at a point of contact, �t is the time-step used later in the
numerical discretization5, μs is the static friction coeffi-
cient.This step replaces (“regularizes”) a more rigorous,
and difficult, step of first assuming no slip, generating
the no-slip contact forces, by solving an entire multi-
body/multisurface contact problem, �ns , and checking

nsagainst the threshold μs ||�con,n||on each surface.

• If the threshold is not met (K f ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||Ac
i j�t <

μs ||�con,n||), then

�con, f = K f ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||Ac
i j�tτ c

i j (21)

where

τ c
i j = − vc

i,τ − vc
j,τ

||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||
= vc

j,τ − vc
i,τ

||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||
, (22)

where the subscripts indicate the tangential components
of velocity. The tangential velocity at the contact point is
obtained by subtracting away the normal component of
the velocity

vc
t = vc − (vc · n)n. (23)

• If the threshold is met or exceeded (K f ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||Ac
i j

�t ≥ μs ||�con,n||), then one adopts a slip model of the
form

�
con, f
i j = μd ||�con,n

i j ||τ c
i j , (24)

where μd is the dynamic friction coefficient.

4.4 Particle-to-particle bonding relation

For the particles to bond, we adopt a criterion based on
exceeding a critical interpenetration distance. Explicitly:

• Recall, if ||r i − r j || ≤ (Ri + R j ), then the particles are

in contact and Ei j = δi j
(Ri +R j )

.

• If the particles are in contact and |Ei j | ≥ E∗, then an
(adhesive/attractive) normal bond is activated between
the particles of the form

�
bond,n
i j = K nb

i j |Ei j |pbni j Ac
i j , (25)

5 The product, ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||�t has dimensions of length.
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where 0 ≤ K nb
i j is a bonding constant and pb is a material

parameter.
• If the particles have an activated normal bond, then the
particles automatically have a rotational/tangential bond
equivalent in form to stick friction

�
bond,r
i j = K rb

i j ||vc
j,τ − vc

i,τ ||Ac
i j�tτ c

i j . (26)

Wenote the choices of the values of the coefficients and expo-
nents are given later in the paper when a numerical example
is given.

5 Particle interaction with external forces

5.1 Near-field/electromagnetic forces

Following Zohdi [80], the electromagnetic forces are decom-
posed into three contributions, (1)Lorentz forces (for charged
particles), (2)magnetic forces (formagnetic particles) and (3)
inter-particle near-field forces

�e+m
i = �

lor,e+m
i + �

mag
i +

N∑
j 
=i

ψ
n f
i j

︸ ︷︷ ︸
�

n f
i

= qi (Eext + vi × Bext )︸ ︷︷ ︸
�

lor,e+m
i

+�
mag
i + �

n f
i , (27)

where
∑N

j 
=i ψ
n f
i j represents the interaction between particle

i and all other particles j = 1, 2 . . . N ( j 
= i), �
lor,e+m
i

represents external Lorentz-induced forces from the sur-
rounding environment, for example comprised of Eext and
Bext , which are externally-controlled fields that are indepen-
dent of the response of the system. The terms Eext and Bext

can be considered as static (or extremely slowly-varying),
and thusmutually uncoupled and independently controllable.
The self-induced magnetic fields developed between parti-
cles is insignificant (Jackson [38]) for the velocity ranges of
interest here (well below the speed of light).

5.1.1 Inter-particle near-field interaction

Following Zohdi [80], a simple form that captures the essen-
tial near-field effects is

�
n f
i =

Np∑
j 
=i

⎛
⎜⎝α1i j ||r i − r j ||−β1︸ ︷︷ ︸

attraction

−α2i j ||r i − r j ||−β2︸ ︷︷ ︸
repulsion

⎞
⎟⎠ ni j ,

(28)

where the α’s and β’s are empirical material parameters. The
various representations (decompositions) of the coefficients
that appear in Eq. 28 are with ci = ±1 (a positive/negative
identifier): (a) mass-based (m = mass): αi j = ᾱi j mi m j ci c j ,
(b) surface area-based (a= surface area): αi j = ᾱi j ai a j ci c j ,
(c) volume-based (V = volume): αi j = ᾱi j Vi Vj ci c j and
(d) charge-based: αi j = ᾱi j qi q j ci c j , where the ᾱi j are
empirical material parameters. There are vast numbers of
empirical representations, for example, found in the field
of “molecular dynamics” (MD), which typically refers to
mathematical models of systems of atoms or molecules
where each atom (or molecule) is represented by a mater-
ial point and is treated as a point mass. The overall motion of
such mass-point systems is dictated by Newtonian mechan-
ics. For an extensive survey of MD-type interaction forces,
which includes comparisons of the theoretical and compu-
tational properties of a variety of interaction laws, we refer
the reader to Frenklach and Carmer [31]. In the usual MD
approach (see Haile [35], for example), the motion of indi-
vidual atoms is described by Newton’s second law with the
forces computed from differentiating a prescribed poten-
tial energy function, with applications to solids, liquids, and
gases, as well as biological systems (Hase [36], Schlick [57]
andRapaport [54]). The interaction functions usually take the
form of the familiar Mie, Lennard-Jones, and Morse poten-
tials (Moelwyn-Hughes [50]), however three-body terms can
be introduced directly into the interaction functions (Still-
inger [58]) or, alternatively, “local” modifications can be
made to two-body representations (Tersoff [59]).

5.1.2 Magnetic forces

An additional force can be exerted on magnetic parti-
cles, independent of the electrodynamically-induced Lorentz
forces. A relatively simple model for the characterization of
this force is given by

�mag = ∇(γ Bext · Bext ), (29)

where γ is a material parameter that is related to themagneti-
zation of the particle, andwhich is dependent on themagnetic
dipole properties, the magnetic susceptibility, the magnetic
permeability and the internal magnetic moment density of
the material (see Feynman et al. [30], Cullity and Graham
[20], Boyer [11] or Jackson [38]). For the specific applica-
tions in this paper, �mag

i is considered small, relative to the
other forces, and can be neglected.

5.2 Interstitial damping

Finally, we note that damping from interstitial fluid (or even
smaller-scale particles, solvents) between particles, such as
binding enhancers, surfactants and lubricants is possible. A
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simple model to account for this is (a very low Reynolds
number “Stokesian” model)

�
damp
i = ce6π Ri (v

e − vi ) (30)

where ce is usually taken to be the fluid viscosity, ve is the
local average velocity of the external interstitial medium,
which one may assume to be ve ≈ 0, for most applications
of interest presently. The mechanics of the interstitial fluid
is unimportant in problems of interest here, however, for
other applications, such as high-speed flow, the motion of
the fluid can be important, necessitating more sophisticated
drag laws and/or fully coupled (two-way) particle-fluid inter-
action models. This is outside the scope of the present work.
Generally, this requires the use of solid-fluid staggering-type
schemes (for example, see Zohdi [74,76] andAvci andWrig-
gers [5]).

6 System time-stepping

Integrating Eq. 1 leads to (using a trapezoidal rule with vari-
able integration metric, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1)

vi (t + �t)

= vi (t) + 1

mi

∫ t+�t

t
� tot

i dt

≈ vi (t) + �t

mi

(
φ� tot

i (t + �t) + (1 − φ)� tot
i (t)

)
, (31)

where � tot
i = �

ray
ti +�con

i +�bond
i +�

damp
i +�e+m

i . The
position can be computed via application of the trapezoidal
rule again:

r i (t + �t) ≈ r i (t) + �t (φvi (t + �t) + (1 − φ)vi (t)),

(32)

which can be consolidated into

r i (t + �t) = r i (t) + vi (t)�t

+φ(�t)2

mi

(
φ� tot

i (t+�t)+(1−φ)� tot
i (t)

)
.

(33)

This leads to a coupled system of equations, which are solved
using an adaptive iterative scheme, building on approaches
found in various forms in Zohdi [71–80].

6.1 Iterative (implicit) solution method-algorithm

Following the basic framework inZohdi [80],wewrite Eq. 33
in a slightly more streamlined form for particle i

rL+1
i = rL

i + vL
i �t

+φ(�t)2

mi

(
φ(�

tot,L+1
i ) + (1 − φ)(� tot,L)

)
, (34)

which leads to a coupled set equations for i = 1, 2 . . . Np

particles, where the superscript L is a time interval counter.
Appendix 3 provides details on this solution process. The
solution steps are, within a time-step:

• (0) Determine the ray force contribution for each particle
according to the previously explained algorithm (BOX 9)

• (1) Start a global fixed iteration (set i = 1 (particle
counter) and K = 0 (iteration counter))

• (2) If i > Np then go to (4)
• (3) If i ≤ Np then:

(a) Compute the position rL+1,K
i

(b) Go to (2) for the next particle (i = i + 1)

• (4) Measure error (normalized) quantities

(a) �K
def=

∑Np
i=1 ||rL+1,K

i − rL+1,K−1
i ||∑Np

i=1 ||rL+1,K
i − rL

i ||
(b) ZK

def= �K

T O Lr

(c) �K
def=

⎛
⎝ ( T O L

�0
)

1
pKd

(�K
�0

)
1

pK

⎞
⎠ (see Appendix 3)

• (5) If the tolerance is met: ZK ≤ 1 and K < Kd then

(a) Increment time: t = t + �t
(b) Construct the next time step: (�t)new = �K

(�t)old ,
(c) Select the minimum size: �t = MIN((�t)lim,

(�t)new)

(d) Update the ray positions and go to (0)

• (6) If the tolerance is not met: ZK > 1 and K < Kd then

(a) Update the iteration counter: K = K + 1
(b) Reset the particle counter: i = 1
(c) Go to (2)

• (7) If the tolerance is not met (ZK > 1) and K = Kd

then

(a) Construct a new time step: (�t)new = �K (�t)old

(b) Restart at time t and go to (1)

Time-step size adaptivity is critical, since the system’s
dynamics and configuration can dramatically change over
the course of time, possibly requiring quite different time
step sizes to control the iterative error. However, to main-
tain the accuracy of the time-stepping scheme, one must
respect an upper bound dictated by the discretization error,
i.e., �t ≤ �t lim . Note that in step (5), �K may enlarge the
time-step if the error is lower than the preset tolerance.
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Remark Although thermal effects were not considered, the
algorithm can be modified to account for coupled thermal
effects. In those cases, the parameters, such as K pi j can be
thermally dependent since the particles can thermally soften.
For example, the compliance constant for the particles in the
contact law can be written as (here � is the temperature,
which is fixed in the present analysis):

K pi = MAX

⎛
⎝K pio

⎛
⎝e

−ai

(
�i
�∗

i
−1

)⎞
⎠ , K lim

pi

⎞
⎠ , (35)

and for particle j

K pj = MAX

⎛
⎝K pjo

⎛
⎝e

−a j

(
� j
�∗

j
−1

)⎞
⎠ , K lim

pj

⎞
⎠ , (36)

and take the average at the interface and the value in the
contact law:

K pi j = 1

2

(
K pi + K pj

)
. (37)

There is a multitude of possible representations, and it is
relatively easy to select one or the other, and to embed in the
staggering framework developed. A fully coupled thermal
model is not considered here, andwe refer the reader to Zohdi
[81] for more details in that direction.

7 Numerical example

As an example, we consider a group of Np randomly dis-
persed spherical particles, of equal size, generated within in
a spherical (aggregate) domain of diameter D. For illustration
purposes only (Fig. 6), the radius of the pulse cross-section
and the agglomeration radius were both set to unity (one
meter). The ratio of particle diameter, d, to total domain
diameter, D, was d/D = 0.05. The total initial energy
(again for illustration purposes) of each pulse was set to
I (t = 0) = Io = 7.06 × 1013 J, which roughly corre-
sponded to a pressure pulse of 150MPa traveling at a velocity
of 1500m/s over the area of the pulse. The initial energy for
each ray was calculated as I/Nr , where Nr =10,000 was the

PULSE  TRAIN

Fig. 6 Pulsing a free-standing agglomeration

number of rays in the beam. We remark that in the example
calculation, we used Np = 2000 particles and Nr =10,000
rays, initially parallel arranged in a circular (pulse cross-
section) but randomly placed (Fig. 7). This system provided
stable results, i.e. increasing the number of rays and/or the
number of particles beyond these levels resulted in negli-
gibly different overall system responses. We note successive
refinement of the ray density from1000, 2000, 3000…10,000
total rays, was found to produce no noticeable differences
beyond 10,000 rays. Thus, we can consider, for all practical
purposes, that the results are independent of ray-grid density.
One can consider the representation of a beam by multiple
rays as simply taking a large “sampling” of the diffraction by
the beam (wave front) over the portion of the scatterer where
the beam is incident, as opposed to a discretization tech-
nique. It is relatively simple to scale the geometry down to
agglomerations of practical interest, and to use correspond-
ing pulse-energy contents. The ratio of refractive indices was

set to c̃
def= ci

ct
= 1500/4500, where ci = 1500m/s (water)

and ct = 4500m/s (ceramic). The densities were set to
ρi = 1000 kg/m3 (water) and ρt = 6000 kg/m3 (ceramic).
This leads to a ratio of acoustical impedances of Â = 18
and, consequently, a reflectivity, at a zero angle of incidence,
from Eq. 2, of

R(θ = 0) =
(
18 − 1

18 + 1

)2

= 0.944. (38)

Thus, at a zero angle of incidence, the amount of energy
transmitted is approximately 1 − 0.0.944 = 0.056. In
order to generate the random particle positions, the classi-
cal random sequential addition (RSA) algorithm was used
to place nonoverlapping particles into the domain of inter-
est (Widom [68]), initially a sphere, which was then allowed
to dynamically converge to an equilibrium state.6 The fol-
lowing relevant other simulation parameters chosen were (in
SI-units if not explicitly stated):

• The normal contact parameter was K po = 107N/m2,

at a fixed temperature, K p = MAX(K po

(
e−(a �

�∗ −1)
)

,

K lim
p ), where �∗ = 500◦ Kelvin, K lim

p = 106N/m2,
the exponent in the contact law was set to pp = 2, the
temperature was fixed to be � = 300◦ Kelvin and the
themal sensitivity parameter was set to a = 1,

• The contact damping parameter, ccd = 105,
• The friction contact parameter K f = 107,
• The coefficient of static friction, μs = 0.4,
• The coefficient of dynamic friction, μd = 0.3,

6 See Torquato [60] and Torquato and coworkers (see, for example,
Kansaal et al. [39] and Donev et al. [23–27]) for a detailed review of
particle packing algorithms.
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Fig. 7 From left to right and top to bottom, the progressive movement of rays comprising a beam. The vector lengths indicate the energy associated
with the ray

• The normal bond parameter, K nb = 106 N/m2 and the
exponent in the binding law was set to pb = 2,

• The rotational/tangential bond parameter, K rb = 103,
• The interstitial damping coefficient ce = 1 (assumed

Stokesian-like),
• The target number of fixed point iterations, Kd = 10,
• The trapezoidal time-stepping parameter, φ = 0.5,
• The simulation duration, 2 s,
• The initial time step size, 0.00001s,
• The time step upper bound, 0.00025s and
• The tolerance for the fixed-point iteration, 5 × 10−4.

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the results after a single pulse. After
approximately 4 pulses, for the parameters chosen in this

paper, this agglomeration was completely broken up and dis-
persed. Thenumber of reflectionswas 59,238 for this samples
problem. Several other statistical realizations were generated
with on the order of 58,000–62,000 reflections incurred. Fig-
ure 9 shows the accumulated number of reflections after four
pulses.

8 Closing statements

In summary, this work developed a discrete-ray/discrete-
particle model to characterize the acoustical energy associ-
ated with pulses with agglomerations of discrete particles.
The approach provides a simpler alternative to a direct
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Fig. 8 From left to right and top to bottom, the progressive movement of rays comprising a beam. The vector lengths indicate the energy associated
with the ray

Fig. 9 The number of ray reflections as a function of time for 4 suc-
cessive pulses

computationally intensive discretization of a continuum
description, if it is even possible. Because of the com-
plex microstructure, containing gaps and interfaces, this
type of system is extremely difficult to simulate using
continuum-based methods, such as the finite difference time
domain method or the finite element method. The simplified
model captures the primary effects, namely, reflection and
absorption of acoustical energy via: (1) a discrete element
representation of the particle system (2) a discretization of a
concentrated pulse into rays (3) a discrete ray-tracking algo-
rithm is developed to track the propagation of rays and (4) a
discrete element method to track the break up and dynamics
of the agglomeration.The simulations take on the order of two
minutes on a laptop. This technique was used to determine
the amount of propagating incident energy that was reflected
and the amount that was absorbed by each particle. Three
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dimensional examples were given to illustrate the method.
In closing, there are limitations in the use of ray theory. In
particular, for small particles with size on the order of the
wavelength, ray theory is inappropriate. Limitations of ray
tracing are elaborated upon in Appendix 1.

The paper focused only on the propagation of acousti-
cal energy in the system. The energy that was absorbed was
assumed “available” to move the material. Clearly, not all
of the absorbed energy would be “converted” into motion,
however this serves as a simple conservative estimate of the
effects. The purpose of the present work was only to iso-
late one aspect of the complex series of events associated
with shock-type loading of agglomerated microstructures-
mainly the determination of the energy absorbed and the
system dynamics that would result. The approach devel-
oped provides a fast computational tool to analyze particulate
agglomerations. It can be used on virtually any type of
agglomeration domain. Since the results are derived from
a direct numerical simulation, one can also post-process
detailed statistical information for the break up metrics. It
is relatively straightforward to track quantities of interest
related to the rays that comprise the acoustical disturbance,
for example, the (normalized) acoustical energy retained in
the beam, defined similarly:

Ix
def=

∑Nr
q=1 I

ray
q · ex∑Nr

q=1 ||Iray
q (t = 0)|| and

Iy
def=

∑Nr
q=1 I

ray
q · ey∑Nr

q=1 ||Iray
q (t = 0)|| and

Iz
def=

∑Nr
q=1 I

ray
q · ez∑Nr

q=1 ||Iray
q (t = 0)|| . (39)

where Iray
q are the individual ray contributions (Fig. 10).

This can be extended, for example, for any quantity of inter-
est, Q (for example the positions of the particles and their
velocities), with a distribution of values (Qi , i=1, 2,…Np =
particles) about an arbitrary reference point, denoted Q�, as
follows:

MQi −Q�

r
def=

∑Np
i=1 ai (Qi − Q�)r∑Np

i=1 ai

def= (Qi − Q�)r . (40)

The variousmoments characterize the distribution, for exam-
ple:

(1) MQi −A
1 measures the first deviation from the average,

which equals zero,

(2) MQi −0
1

def=
∑N p

i=1 ai (Qi −0)∑N p
i=1 ai

def= (Qi − 0) = A,

(3) MQi −A
2 is the standard deviation,

(4) MQi −A
3 is the skewness, which measures the bias, or

asymmetry of the distribution of data and
(5) MQi −A

4 is the kurtosis (fourthmoment), whichmeasures
the “tightness” of the distribution.

For example, for the purposes of particle dynamics, ai = mi .
This is straightforward to implement, and can provide much
more detailed information on post-impact system character-
istics.

Appendix 1: Basics of acoustics

In our approach, we model the individual particles as being
rigid, and the material surrounding the particles as being
isotropic and having a relatively low shear modulus, in the
zero limit becoming an acoustical medium. Generally, for an
isotropic material, one has the classical relationship between
the components of infinitesimal strain (ε) to theCauchy stress
(σ )

σ = E : ε = 3κ
trε

3
1 + 2με′, (41)

where E is the elasticity tensor and where ε′ is the strain
deviator. The corresponding strain energy density is

W = 1

2
ε : E : ε = 1

2

(
9κ

(
trε

3

)2

+ 2με′ : ε′
)

. (42)

We focus on the dilatational deformation in the low-shear
modulus matrix surrounding the particles. This naturally
leads to an idealized “acoustical” material approximation,
μ ≈ 0. Hence, Eq. 41 collapses to σ = −p1, where the
pressure is p = −3 κ trε

3 1 and with a corresponding strain

energy of W = 1
2

p2

κ
. By inserting the simplified expression

of the stress σ = −p1 into the equation of equilibrium, we
obtain

∇ · σ = −∇ p = ρ ü, (43)

where u is the displacement. By taking the divergence of
both sides, and recognizing that ∇ · u = − p

κ
, we obtain

∇2 p = ρ

κ
p̈ = 1

c2
p̈. (44)

If we assume a harmonic solution, we obtain

p = Pe j (k·r−ωt) ⇒ ṗ = P jωe j (k·r−ωt)

⇒ p̈ = −Pω2e j (k·r−ωt), (45)
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Fig. 10 TOP TO BOTTOM AND LEFT TO RIGHT : a Normalized

pulse strength in the x-direction: Ix
def=

∑Nr
q=1 Iray

q ·ex∑Nr
q=1 ||Iray

q (t=0)|| . bNormalized

pulse strength in the y-direction: Iy
def=

∑Nr
q=1 Iray

q ·ey∑Nr
q=1 ||Iray

q (t=0)|| . c Normalized

pulse strength in the y-direction: Iz
def=

∑Nr
q=1 Iray

q ·ez∑Nr
q=1 ||Iray

q (t=0)|| . d Normalized

pulse magnitude:

√∑Nr
q=1((I

ray
q ·ex )2+(Iray

q ·ey )2+(Iray
q ·ez )2)∑Nr

q=1 ||Iray
q (t=0)||

and

∇ p = P j (kx ex + kyey + kzez)e
j (k·r−ωt)

⇒ ∇ · ∇ p = ∇2 p = −P (k2x + k2y + k2z )︸ ︷︷ ︸
||k||2

e j (k·r−ωt).

(46)

We insert these relations intoEq. 44, and obtain an expression
for the magnitude of the wave number vector

− P||k||2e j (k·r−ωt) = −ρ

κ
Pω2e j (k·r−ωt) ⇒ ||k|| = ω

c
.

(47)

Equation 43 (balance of linear momentum) implies

ρ ü = −∇ p = −P j (kx ex + kyey + kzez)e
j (k·r−ωt). (48)

Now we integrate once, which is equivalent to dividing by
− jω, and obtain the velocity

u̇ = P j

ρω
(kx ex + kyey + kzez)e

j (k·r−ωt), (49)

and do so again for the displacement

u = P j

ρω2 (kx ex + kyey + kzez)e
j (k·r−ωt). (50)

Thus, we have

||u̇|| = P

cρ
. (51)

The reflection of a plane harmonic pressure wave at an
interface is given by enforcing continuity of the (acoustical)
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pressure and disturbance velocity at that location; this yields
the ratio between the incident and reflected pressures.We use
a local coordinate system (Fig. 3), and require that the number
of waves per unit length in the x −direction must be the same
for the incident, reflected and refracted (transmitted) waves,

ki · ex = kr · ex = kt · ex . (52)

From the pressure balance at the interface, we have

Pi e
j (ki ·r−ωt) + Pr e j (kr ·r−ωt) = Pt e

j (kt ·r−ωt), (53)

where Pi is the incident pressure ray, Pr is the reflected pres-
sure ray, and Pt is the transmitted pressure ray. This forces
a time-invariant relation to hold at all parts on the boundary,
because the arguments of the exponential must be the same.
This leads to (ki = kr )

ki sinθi = kr sinθr ⇒ θi = θr , (54)

and

ki sinθi = kt sinθt

⇒ ki

kt
= sinθt

sinθi
= ω/ct

ω/ci
= ci

ct
= vi

vt
= nt

ni
. (55)

Equations 52 and 53 imply

Pi e
j (ki ·r) + Pr e j (kr ·r) = Pt e

j (kt ·r). (56)

The continuity of the displacement, and hence the velocity

vi + vr = vt , (57)

leads to, after use of Eq. 51,

− Pi

ρi ci
cosθi + Pr

ρr cr
cosθr = − Pt

ρt ct
cosθt . (58)

We solve for the ratio of the reflected and incident pressures
to obtain

r = Pr

Pi
= Âcosθi − cosθt

Âcosθi + cosθt
, (59)

where Â
def= At

Ai
= ρt ct

ρi ci
, where ρt is themediumwhich the ray

encounters (transmitted), ct is corresponding sound speed in
that medium, At is the corresponding acoustical impedance,
ρi is the medium in which the ray was traveling (incident),
ci is corresponding sound speed in that medium Ai is the
corresponding acoustical impedance. The relationship (the

lawof refraction) between the incident and transmitted angles
is ct sinθt = ci sinθi . Thus, wemaywrite the Fresnel relation

r = c̃ Âcosθi − (c̃2 − sin2θi )
1
2

c̃ Âcosθi + (c̃2 − sin2θi )
1
2

, (60)

where c̃
def= ci

ct
. The reflectance for the (acoustical) energy

R = r2 is

R =
(

Pr

Pi

)2

=
(

Âcosθi − cosθt

Âcosθi + cosθt

)2

=
(

Ir

Ii

)2

. (61)

For the cases where sinθt = sinθi
c̃ > 1, one may rewrite the

reflection relation as

r = c̃ Âcosθi − j (sin2θi − c̃2)
1
2

c̃ Âcosθi + j (sin2θi − c̃2)
1
2

. (62)

where j = √−1. The reflectance is R def= rr̄ = 1, where r̄
is the complex conjugate. Thus, for angles above the critical
angle θi ≥ θ∗

i , all of the energy is reflected. We note that
when At = Ai and ci = ct , then there is no reflection. Also,
when At >> Ai or when At << Ai , then r → 1.

Remark If one considers for a moment an incoming pressure
wave (ray), which is incident on an interface between two
general elastic media (μ 
= 0), reflected shear waves must
be generated in order to satisfy continuity of the traction,
[|σ · n|] = 0 This is due to the fact that

[| 3κtr
3
1+ 2μ · n|] = 0. (63)

For an idealized acoustical medium, μ = 0, no shear waves
need to be generated to satisfy Eq. 63.

Appendix 2: Contact area parameter and
alternative models

Contact area parameter

Following Zohdi [80], and referring to Fig. 11, one can solve
for an approximation of the common contact radius ai j (and
the contact area, Ac

i j = πa2
i j ) by solving the following three

equations,

a2
i j + L2

i = R2
i , (64)

and

a2
i j + L2

j = R2
j , (65)
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Fig. 11 An approximation of the contact area parameter for two par-
ticles in contact (see Zohdi [80])

and

Li + L j = ||r i − r j ||, (66)

where Ri is the radius of particle i , R j is the radius of par-
ticle j , Li is the distance from the center of particle i and
the common contact interpenetration line and L j is the dis-
tance from the center of particle j and the common contact
interpenetration line, where the extent of interpenetration is

δi j = Ri + R j − ||r i − r j ||. (67)

The above equations yield an expression ai j , which yields an
expression for the contact area parameter

Ac
i j = πa2

i j = π(R2
i − L2

i ), (68)

where

Li = 1

2

(
||r i − r j || − R2

j − R2
i

||r i − r j ||

)
. (69)

Alternative models

One could easily construct more elaborate relations connect-
ing the relative proximity of the particles and other metrics
to the contact force, �

con,n
i j ∝ F(r i , r j , ni j , Ri , R j , . . .),

building on, for example, Hertzian contact models. This
poses no difficulty in the direct numerical method devel-
oped. For the remainder of the analysis, we shall use the
deformation metric in Eq. 14. For detailed treatments, see
Wellman et al. [63–67] and Avci and Wriggers [5]. We
note that with the appropriate definition of parameters,
one can recover Hertz, Bradley, Johnson–Kendell–Roberts,
Derjaguin–Muller–Toporov contact models. For example,
Hertzian contact is widely used, with the assumptions being

• frictionless, continuous, surfaces,
• eachof contactingbodies are elastic half-spaces,whereby
the contact area dimensions are smaller radii of the bodies
and,

• the bodies remain elastic (infinitesimal strains),

results in the following contact force:

�
con,n
i j = 4

3
(R∗)1/2E∗δ3/2i j ni j , (70)

which has the general form of �con,n = K ∗
i jδ

p
i j , where

• R∗ =
(

1
Ri

+ 1
R j

)−1
and

• E∗ =
(

1−ν2i
Ei

+ 1−ν2j
E j

)−1

,

where E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson ratio,
The contact areawith such amodel has already been incorpo-
rated in the relation above, and is equal to Ac

i j = πa2 where

a = √
R∗δi j . Formore details, we refer the reader to Johnson

[40]. It is obvious that for a deeper understanding of the defor-
mation within a particle, it must be treated as a deformable
continuum, which would require a highly-resolved spatial
discretization, for example using the Finite Element Method
for the contacting bodies. This requires a large computational
effort. For the state of the art in finite element methods and
contact mechanics, see the books of Wriggers [69,70]. For
work specifically focusing on the continuum mechanics of
particles, see Zohdi and Wriggers [75].

Appendix 3: Iterative solution method

The set of equations represented by Eq. 34 can be solved
recursively. Equation 34 can be solved recursively by recast-
ing the relation as

rL+1,K
i = rL

i + vL
i �t + (φ�t)2

mi
�

tot,L+1,K−1
i

+φ(�t)2

mi
(1 − φ)�

tot,L
i , (71)

which is of the form

rL+1,K
i = G(rL+1,K−1

i ) + Li , (72)

where K = 1, 2, 3, . . . is the index of iteration within time
step L + 1 and

• �
tot,L+1,K−1
i

def= �
tot,L+1,K−1
i(

rL+1,K−1
1 , rL+1,K−1

2 . . . rL+1,K−1
N

)
,
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• �
tot,L
i

def= �
tot,L
i

(
rL
1 , rL

2 . . . rL
N

)
,

• G(rL+1,K−1
i ) = (φ�t)2

mi
�

tot,L+1,K−1
i and

• Li = rL
i + vL

i �t + φ(�t)2

mi
(1 − φ)�

tot,L
i .

The term Li is a remainder term that does not depend on the
solution. The convergence of such a scheme is dependent on
the behavior of G. Namely, a sufficient condition for con-
vergence is that G is a contraction mapping for all rL+1,K

i ,
K = 1, 2, 3 . . . In order to investigate this further, we define
the iteration error as

�
L+1,K
i

def= rL+1,K
i − rL+1

i . (73)

A necessary restriction for convergence is iterative self
consistency, i.e. the “exact” (discretized) solution must be
represented by the scheme, rL+1

i = G(rL+1
i ) + Li . Enforc-

ing this restriction, a sufficient condition for convergence is
the existence of a contraction mapping

|| rL+1,K
i − rL+1

i︸ ︷︷ ︸
�

L+1,K
i

|| = ||G(rL+1,K−1
i ) − G(rL+1

i )||

≤ ηL+1,K ||rL+1,K−1
i − rL+1

i ||, (74)

where, if 0 ≤ ηL+1,K < 1 for each iteration K , then
�

L+1,K
i → 0 for any arbitrary starting value rL+1,K = 0

i ,
as K → ∞, which is a contraction condition that is suffi-
cient, but not necessary, for convergence. The convergence

of Eq. 71 is scaled by η ∝ (φ�t)2

mi
. Therefore, we see that the

contraction constant of G is:

• directly dependent on the magnitude of the interaction
forces (||�||),

• inversely proportional to the masses mi and
• directly proportional to (�t)2.

Thus, decreasing the time step size improves the conver-
gence. In order to maximize the time-step sizes (to decrease
overall computing time) and still meet an error tolerance on
the numerical solution’s accuracy, we build on an approach
originally developed for continuum thermo-chemical mul-
tifield problems (Zohdi [71]), where one assumes: (1)
ηL+1,K ≈ S(�t)p, (S is a constant) and (2) the error within
an iteration behaves according to (S(�t)p)K � L+1,0 =
� L+1,K , K = 1, 2, . . ., where � L+1,0 = rL+1,K=1 − rL

is the initial norm of the iterative (relative) error and S is
intrinsic to the system. For example, for second-order prob-
lems, due to the quadratic dependency on �t , p ≈ 2. The
objective is to meet an error tolerance in exactly a preset (the
analyst sets this) number of iterations. To this end, one writes
(S(�ttol)p)Kd � L+1,0 = T O L , where T O L is a tolerance
and where Kd is the number of desired iterations. If the error

tolerance is not met in the desired number of iterations, the
contraction constant ηL+1,K is too large. Accordingly, one
can solve for a new smaller step size, under the assumption
that S is constant,

�ttol = �t

⎛
⎝ ( T O L

� L+1,0 )
1

pKd

(� L+1,K

� L+1,0 )
1

pK

⎞
⎠ def= �t�K . (75)

The assumption that S is constant is not critical, since the time
steps are to be recursively refined and unrefined throughout
the simulation. Clearly, the expression in Eq. 75 can also be
used for time step enlargement, if convergence is met in less
than Kd iterations (typically chosen to be between five to ten
iterations).
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